BOOTH DETAIL AND FASCIA

PLAN - 100 SQ. FT BOOTH WITH DISPLAY PROPS

LEGEND

- MAXIMA VERTICAL PROFILE (3.5 MTR)
- OCTONORM VERTICAL PROFILE (2.5 MTR)
- LAMINATED PARTITION PANEL (WHITE)
- INDIA BRANDING (DIGITAL PRINT AS SHOWN IN BOOTH ELEVATION)
- TABLE CHAIR
- SHELVES IN TWO LEVEL
- LOACABLE COUNTER
- SELFSLIT HANGING FACIA WITH NAME AND BOOTH NO.

ELECTRICAL

- TRACK WITH FIVE ANGULAR SPOT LIGHT
- ONE POWER SOCKET
- SPOT LIGHT

NOTE:
CARPET COLOUR SILVER GREY
WASTE PAPER BASKET IN EACH BOOTH

FRONT VIEW
PRE FEB SYSTEM: MAXIMA AND OCTONORM

TITLE GRAPHIC DIGITAL PRINT
SIZE - 3.0 MT(W) X 1.0 MT(H)
TO BE FASTED ON BOARD
DESIGN PROVIDED BY ITPO

ILLUMINATED SELFSLIT HANGING FACIA WITH COMPANY NAME & BOOTH NUMBER

OCTONORM SYSTEM
ALL PANELS AND VERTICALS

MAXIMA SYSTEM
ALL FRONT VERTICALS